Preliminary results from the Mark II and Crystal Ball experiments on radiative transitions from the $ to ordinary hadrons are presented.
INTRODUCTION
This talk is the second of two reviewing charmonium results from SPEAR. The first talk' reviewed the status of the n,(2980) which has now been observed in radiative transitions from both the $(3095) and the q'(3684).
In this talk, I will review the status of radiative transitions from the J, to ordinary hadrons, where ordinary hadrons are defined to be those which, to first order, do not contain charmed quarks.
As in the previous talk, results from both the Mark II2 and
Crystal Ball3 experiments will be presented.
I will begin with a brief discussion of inclusive photon production at the $. This leads naturally into a discussion of the four exclusive radiative transitions which constitute the main part of this talk. Three of these transitions, to the n, n'(958), and f(1270), have been previously observed.
The new results are in reasonable, but not perfect, agreement with the previous measurements. The fourth observed transition is to a state which is tentatively associated with the E(1420). This transition has not been previously observed. I
will conclude with a review of some recent results on hadronic production of the E, along with an explanation for the relevance of this digression.
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INCLUSIVE PHOTON PRODUCTION
Measur-ements of inclusive photon production at the $(3095) by the Mark II4 and Lead-Glass Wall (LGW)5 collaborations have shown that there is a sizable direct-photon component in the momentum spectrum.
However, because of the relatively poor photon energy resolutions of the liquid argon (LA) shower counter system employed by the Mark II (~E/E = 12xI~l'~ , E in GeV) and the lead-glass counters in the LGW (~E/E = 9%/E112), neither experiment was able to observe any narrow structure in the inclusive photon momentum distribution.
The Crystal Ball detector6 was designed to provide good energy resolution for electromagnetic showers.
The use of NaI(TR) for shower detection presently allows a resolution of &E/E R 2.8%/E 1'4 (E in GeV)
to be obtained. Each of these four transitions will be discussed in turn in the following sections.
III. JI -t VI, YTI'
As the n and n' are members of the same SU(3) nonet, it makes sense to discuss the radiative transitions to these two states at the same time, along with the transition to the x0. I will take the extremely naive approach that it is possible to understand these processesin terms of leading-order QCD diagrams.
Thus, one can imagine that the radiated photon is produced either from the outgoing quark line (assumed to be u, d, or s) as in Fig. 2 (a) or from the initial charmed quark line as in Fig. 2(b) . In the first case, the,minimal coupling between the charmed quark line and the ordinary quark line requires three gluons.
In the second case, two gluons is sufficient.
Let me first consider only the process shown in Fig. 2 (a) and assume it is the dominant one. By invoking vector-meson dominance, I can relate the y.rr' and pox" decay widths
This leads to a prediction for the YIT" branching fraction B($ -+ HIT") x 2 x 10'5 from the measured pox0 branching fraction. 11,15,1' This is consistent with the experimental measurement ' B(JI -+ yn") ='(7 55) xlo-5.
-4-The next step is to relate the widths of the yn and yn* transitions to the width of the yx" transition. The n and n have the following W(3) singlet and octet components n = n8 cod + nl sine 11' r: -n8 sine + nl co& , where 0 is the standard octet-singlet mixing angle. If one assumes SU(3) invariance, only the octet components contribute to the process shown in Fig. 2 (a) and one obtains (up to phase space corrections) r(JI + y'IIO):r(lc1 -+ y+r(q + yn') = 3:c0s28:sin28 .
Using the experimentally determined mixing angle e = -ll', one calculates r(* -t y7P):r(q + yn):r($ -+ YT)') = 3:0.96:0.04 , which grossly contradicts the experimental measurements. 8-11 The yn' branching fraction has been experimentally determined to be larger than the yn branching fraction, and both are at least an order of magnitude larger than the IT' transition. The conclusion is that the process in Fig. 2(b) is the dominant one.
One can proceed with similar calculations for the second process [shown in Fig. 2 
Events in which the fitted yy invariant mass was between 0.12 and 0.15 GeV (i.e., consistent with the IT' mass) were eliminated. The *+r-y invariant mass distribution for the events remaining after the x2 and IT' cuts is shown in Fig x 10'3.
Due to the bias imposed by the trigger requirement, 23 the Mark II is unable to observe the reaction e+e-+ $ + 3y . (Mark II)
In order to measure the yn branching fraction, it was necessary to analyze the more complicated process 24 JI' + IT+=-gJ , J, + 3y .
( 2) The x+x-from the $' cascade decay provided the trigger. Figure 6 shows the invariant mass of the low-mass yy combinations for the 10 events satisfying fits to (2) . Eight are peaked at the n mass. From this, the branching fraction B(JI + yn) = (0.9 + 0.4) x 10 -3 is obtained.
In Table I Table II summarizes the measurement of the ratio B($ -f yn')/
B(J, -t yrl).
The measured values range from approximately 2 to 6, and the theoretical prediction is 3.9. Thus, I think it is fair to say that we have a reasonable understanding of the Ml transitions from the J, to the ordinary pseudoscalar meson states.
In order to further explorethe properties of the charmonium system, the Crystal Ball andMark II collaborations havebegun similar studies of radiative transitions from the I/J'. Naively, one would expect these branching fractions to be approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding branching fractions at the $. 25 Presently, no evidence for yn or yn' production from the $' has been observed, with preliminary 90% confidence level upper limits from the Crystal Ball of B($' -+ yn') < 8 x 1O-4 and B($' + yn) < 10-4. As these limits are is no reason to worry about the absence of these signals at this time.
IV. $ + yf(1270)
In order to understand the radiative transition to the f(1270), I
will once more consider the two processes shown in Fig. 2 . The measured branching fraction for the process $ + wf is approximately 3 x lo-3.26 Invoking VMD for the process shown in Fig. 2(a) , one is led to expect a rate for the yf transition which is considerably less than the measured value. 13,14 Thus, even in this case, where the final state has Jp = 2+ rather than 0', it appears that the process in are not yet small enough to provide meaningful constraints on models.
As in the case of the y'ir' transition, one expects to see a very small branching fraction for yA5 because of isospin conservation. However, the yf' transition should be observable. Based on a naive calculation assuming SU (3) invariance (similar to the n-n' calculation described earlier), 28 one expects
The Mark II limit
is not yet inconsistent with this prediction.
V. J, + yE (1420) As the E (1420) Previous experiments 29 have found the decay of the E to be associated with a low mass KK enhancement which is also observed by the Mark II. If a cut requiring G < 1.05 GeV is imposed on the data, the shaded region in Fig. 9(a) is obtained.
Since the signal is quite clean, it is possible to'relax the requirement that the photon be observed.
The resulting 2C fit to (4) is shown in Fig. 9(b) .
Although there is an improvement in statistics, 34 there is also an increase in the background level. However, as shown by the shaded region, the K% mass cut again substantially reduces the background?
The Dalitz plot for the sample of events shown in Fig. 9 (b) with masses between 1.375 and 1.500 GeV (the signal region) is shown in Fig. 10 . The curves show the low-mass and high-mass kinematic boundaries and the dashed lines show the nominal K*(890) mass values.
.. Figure 11 (a) shows the KgK' invariant mass distribution for events in the signal region and Fig. 11(b) shows the corresponding distribution for events outside the signal region.
There is evidence for a low-mass I6? enhancement for events in the signal region which is absent for events outside the signal region. One possible interpretation of this enhancement is the 6(980).
In an attempt to understand the decay mechanism of the E, fits were made to the Dalitz plot which included K*z (the inclusion of both this state and the charge conjugate state are implied by this notation), &IT, and phase space contributions. These three contributions 
B(E + K&)
The quoted error does not include possible systematic errors.
One has to be careful in interpreting this result, as the best fit to the Dalitz plot does not completely simulate the e invariant mass distribution. This indicates that the decay mechanism is not completely understood.
An attempt has been made to determine the spin of the E by analysis of the double decay angular distribution for events consistent with However, the limited statistics do not allow a statistically significant determination of the spin.
Preliminary results from the Crystal Ball also show evidence for the transition $ + yE. 7 Figure 12 shows the K+K-r" invariant mass distribution36 for events which satisfy the 2C fit to As was mentioned earlier, there is some evidence for the decay of the E into ~IT+IT-. Fig. 13 shows the ~IIT+T-invariant mass distribution (from the Crystal Ball)
for events satisfying fits to ljJ + yTJ7r+lT-. Observation of this transition has established the C-parity of the E as even. Unfortunately, a determination of the spin is impossible with the present statistics.
Finally, t& Mark II finds the I&T decay mode of the E to be predominantly BIT. The consequences of this will also be discussed in the next section.
VI. REVIEW OF THE STATUS OF THE E(1420)
I was asked by the organizers of this conference to include a review of the status of the E (1420) MeV. On the surface, this data To understand my reasons for this excessive interest in the quantum numbers of the E, let me refer for the last time to Fig. 2(b) .
As discussed yesterday by Donoghue, 42 if gluonium states43 exist, the process shown in Fig. 2(b 
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-23-However, due to problems with the Mark II liquid argon shower counter system, there was no photon detection for approximately half of the running time. Thus, any analyses which required photo% detection were based on half of the total data sampie.
G. S. Abrams et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 43, 477 (1979) ; G. S. Abrams et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 43, 481 (1979) ; G. S. Abrams et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 43, 1555 (1979 . Due to noise in the LA electronics, spurious photons were occasionally reconstructed by the tracking program.
In order not to lose good events, extra photons were allowed in candidate events.
When analyzing these events, separate fits were attempted for each two-photon combination.
In general, two or more charged tracks were required to trigger the detector. The mass resolution of these constrained events is considerably smaller than the natural line width of the resonance and is ignored in the fit.
